Northern Latitude

MEATS
Starting with a vigorous rub of dried seasonings then allowed to relax and marinate to finally be patiently
smoked to perfection, slow and low. All our meats are served sandwich style, on a bun.

BRISKET

PULLED PORK

One of the nine primal cuts of beef, smoked over wood for hours until
it’s just the right amount of tenderness. Served on a bun either sliced
in thick strips, or chipped with all the burnt end goodness.

Pork shoulder smoked low and slow. Tender. Shredded. Piled
high. The best pulled pork a bun has ever seen
.

PULLED CHICKEN

ANDOUILLE SAUSAGE

Smoked whole to fall off the bone tenderness then pulled apart by
hand.

Coarse grain Cajun sausage made with pork, peppers, onions, and
Cajun seasonings. This will give you that little kick of heat you're
looking for.

SIDES
BBQ BAKED BEANS

COLESLAW

The quintessential American barbeque side dish, done the right way –
with bacon.

Not terribly popular where we’re from, but added to the menu by
Minnesota demand. It’s your traditional raw cabbage and garden
vegetable mix, smothered in a mayonnaise dressing.

CORN SALAD

CHIPS

A cool creamy salad with crisp corn kernels, fresh bell peppers and
onions, and just the right amount of shredded cheese.

Kettle chips served packaged in individual bags.

DESSERTS
Because where we’re from a meal isn’t finished until you’ve had a little something sweet.

BITE SIZE CINNAMON ROLLS

BITE SIZE PUMPKIN MUFFINS

THE SAUCE
We don’t serve any of our meats presauced. Our sauce is made in house, and once you’ve tried it you’ll understand why it deserves
a section of its own.

AWESOME SAUCE

TURNED UP

Bold and Sassy, a little tang but no heat.

Like the original, but with a little more sass.

MEAL OPTIONS
Combo meals and kids meals. Meal options may vary by location and availability.

COMBO MEAL

KIDS MEAL

Sandwich or Sausage Link
, 2 Sides, a Drink, 2 Bite size desserts

Slider size sandwich or Hot Dog (based on availability),
Kettle Chips, Juice Barrel, 1 Bite size desserts

Loaded BBQ Baked Potato
Texas sized baked potato cut down the middle and filled to the gills with chipped brisket (pulled pork or pulled chicken may be substituted). Topped with butter, sour cream,
shredded cheese, and chives.

FAMILY SIZE
Ask us about our meats by the pound, our family size sides, & sauce by the bottle.
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